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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an adaptive wavelet method for car interior noise cancellation. For this purpose, we use a 

node dependent threshold which minimizes the Bayesian risk. We propose a noise estimation method based on spectral 

entropy using histogram of intensity and a candidate best basis instead of Donoho's best bases. And we modify the hard 

threshold fimction. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm is more efficient, especially to heavy noisy signal 

than conventional one.

I. Introduction

A speech signal is often corrupted by noise in 

acquisition or transmission. The goal of denoising is to 

remove the noise while remaining the important features 

of original speech as much as possible. The classical 

sol ition to the noise removal problem is to use the Wiener 

filter, which utilizes the second-order statistics of the 

Fourier decomposition. And it can be achieved by a linear 

precessing. Recently, signal denoising using a nonlinear 

precessing has been studied. One of them is to use the 

threshold of wavelet coefficients pioneered by Donoho 

and Johnstone[5]. The main algorithm is as follows: The 

signal is discriminated from the noise by choosing an 

orthogonal basis, which efficiently approximates the signal 

(with few non-zero coefficients). Signal enhancement is 

achieved by discarding components below a predeter

mined threshold. The most well-known thresholding meth- 
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ods are VisuShrink and SureShrink\7]. These threshold 
choices enjoy an asymptotic minimax optimalities over 

fimction space.

In this paper, we consider a method to remove car 

interior noise. For this, we propose a modified best basis 

searching method. The conventional best basis searching 

algorithm is based on entropy. But there are some 

possibilities that conventional best bases are not real best 

bases in the corrupted signal by colored noise, because 

car interior noise distribution is similar to speech's 

distribution. So, we need to find a candidate best basis 

different from conventional best bases. We select a 

candidate best basis which has smaller band width than 

conventional best basis. Then we apply node dependent 

thresholding which minimizes Bayesian risk of the signal.

To get suitable threshold value, we estimate the noise 

level using histogram of intensity[l,2]. Moreover, we 

apply some modified hard 血esh이d function including an 

averaging filter concept.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, the 

wavelet thresholding is introduced and in section 3, we 
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derive the node dependent threshold. Experimental results 

are explained in section 4, and conclusion is stated in 

section 5.

II. Wavelet Thresholding

Consider the signal {X, , / = 1,…，2V}, where N is 

power of 2. If it is corrupted by an additive noise,

Yj= i=\，…，N (1)

where (ej is independent and identically distributed 

(?, it d.) as normal MO, 1) and independent of {XJ.

The goal is to remove the noise and to obtain an estimate 

(戈 J of {Xii which minimizes the mean squared error 

(MSE),

MSE(父)=* g( X —K)2 (2)

Here some additional requirements on the estimator can 

be imposed.

[SMOOTHNESS] The estimator { ■幻} should be, with 

high probability, as smooth as {XJ.

[ADAPTATION] The estimator {又)} achieves almost 

minimax risk over one of a wide range of smoothness 

classes, including the classes in which linear estimators 

do not achieve the minimax rate.

So, how do we obtain an estimator ( 又：} using wave

lets? Donoho and Johnstone proposed a simple recipe 

based on thresholding in the wavelet domain. Their 

wav이et estimation procedure has three main steps[5-7].

STEP 1. Transform the observations {匕} to the 

wavelet domain by applying a discrete 

wavelet packet trans-fbrmation.

STEP 2. Estimate a. Use this estimator to threshold 

(or shrink) the wavelet coefficients.

STEP 3. Invert the thresholded (shrunk) coefficients, 

recovering the estimator of function, { Y} .

There are two thresholding methods widely used. The 

soft-threshold function takes the argument and shrinks it 

to zero by the threshold T.

ST(x)= sgn(x) ・max(|씨 一 T,0) (3)

The hard-threshold function keeps the input if it is 

larger than the threshold T\ otherwise, it is set to zero.

Ht{x) = x - 1( \x\ > T} (4)

Even though the wavelet thresholding is a simple 

method, it is not easy to find a good threshold. Donoho 

and Johnstone proposed the VisuShrink and SureShrink fbr 

thresh이 d estimation. For a deterministic signal of length 

M, Donoho and Johnstone proposed, for VisuShrink, the 

universal threshold, T=(rJ 2\ogN (TV is the node size ), 

which is an asymptotically optimal estimate in the 

minimax sense. And SureShrink is a method of level 

dependent selection of a thresh이d by minimizing Stein's 

unbiased estimator of risk.

III. Modified Wavelet Shrinkage

In this paper, we find the thresh이d to minimize error 

in sense of Bayesian risk[4,8]. We estimate the noise level 

based on spectral entropy. We propose some modified hard 

threshold function including an averaging filter concept.

3.1. Threshold for Minimizing the Bayesian risk
We want to find a threshold T which minimize the 

Baysian risk[3].

夜 T) = E(、又一X)2 = ExE“x(、^—X)2 (5)

where 2= HT{ y),K| X〜N( Q, ff2), and X〜G。,.

The optimal threshold is selected as follows:

T* ((7X) = arg min r( 7) (6)
T

For X〜we get

ExEy]x^-X)2

=f f (HT(y)-x)2p(y I x)p(x)dydx (7)
J — oo J — oo
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After some algebra, we find that the relation between 

threshold value (T) and deviation (吹)to minimize the 

Bayesian risk would be

久。x) = + (8)

For general (7, from (7),

TMx) = 쏘 (9)

Ox

Adaptive Parameter Estimation

Generally, we estimate the signal*s noise variance (? 

by the median estimator,

二_ 所勿如(1/ 一 次勿湖(#)1) /I nx
。= 0.6745

where d1 is the finest detail coefficients of the signal.

Let the signal be Y=X-\- V, with the X and V 

independent of each other,

o2y 드 (11)

a
where is the variance of Y.

Tlius, the estimated threshold value is as follows:

八2
5X 方x) = —으- (12)

6x

where

=、J max(c布- '수,o) (13)

In the case that ogz 2卩 + 方* is set to be zero and 

3x)is 00• In practice, 公( &x)= max시사|).

3.2. Noise Estimation
Tc estimate noise variance (or level), MAD (equation 

(9)) is widely used. MAD shows a good performance to 

estiniate noise level. But in the case of colored noise, 

MAD method shows some wrong estimation. To 

compensate this, we use spectral entropy by histogram of 

intensity.

Let's define an auxiliary threshold.

a(n) = Entropy(n) . node_size. B (14)

where n is node index and 8 is a value from 0.7 to 0.9.

2「財=[No. of bins bigger than a(n)] bin_width (15) 

where j is level index and k is node index Finally, node 

depended threshold is

爲济(爲)=a -斗"V 2 , kgN (16)

where e is a value from 0.01 to 0.1 w.r.t. signal's SNR.

3.3. Candidate Best Basis
The conventional best basis search algorithm is based 

on entropy. There are some possibilities that conventional 

best bases are not the real best bases in the corrupted 

signal by colored noise, because the colored noise 

distribution is similar to speech* s distribution. And there 

are some trials to find another best basis search algorithm, 

so called near best basis search*. This method has a 

satisfactory performance, but it takes a lot of computation 

time. On the other hand, our proposed method to find 

candidate best basis is very simple. Our strategy is to take 

smaller bandwidth than conventional best basis;

"顚° (顶+1,2 /)

BBG,秘

kBBcG+1,2 • *+l)

where means candidate best basis at j level, k

node.

3.4. Modified Hard Thresholding
There are many proposals on selecting thresholdings. 

These are based on hard or soft thresholdings. Soft 

threshold smoothes the signal and avoids spurious 

oscillations while hard thresholding achieves smaller mean 

square error. We use a modified hard thresholding.

HT(xn(f)) =xjf), if|*d(f)l 느7、

=0, if \xn(i)\< T (16)

=0, if t= n
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디gwe 1. Comparison of SNR： Candidate best basis vs. Con
ventional best basis.

Figure 2. Recognition accuracy： Candidate best basis vs. Con
ventional best basis.

Figure 3. (a) Clean speech signal (six seven seven, English), 
(b) Noisy Speech Signal (SNR -5 dB). (c) Denoised 
Speech Signal.

Figure 4. (a) Spectral density of clean speech and denoised 
speech from 15 dB noised speech, (b) Absolute dif
ference between two speeches.

where n is ordered index of best basis.

The third term of equation (16) operates as a pseudo

function which averages the coefficient.

IV. Experimental Results

In experiment we used a TIDIGIT-64 database degrad

ed by car interior noise taken from Noisex-92 database. 

And we use HTK toolkit for speech recognition accuracy 

test.

We found that conventional best bases are not real best 

bases, since entropy didn't reflect on signal's character

istics very well when the signals were corrupted by 

colored noise. And we selected candidate best basis at

Table 1. Average SNR for each signal.

胃—専州關 &如海"*窓^^密瀛盘q*
.:二 T

15 14.06 14.19
10 11.41 11.64
5 5.51 5.95
0 4.46 5.3
-5 2.01 3.96

lower level. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 indicate that our assumption 

is reasonable.

Fig. 3 shows denoised signal and we can see the 

experimental results in Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. Especially, it 

shows a good performance at low SNR signal. However 

at 15dB SNR signal, we cannot get efficient performance. 

It is because the signal loses its shape while noises are 

removed. Nevertheless, the signal*s important features 

(formant, pitch, etc.) are kept well as shown in Fig.4.

Table 2. Recognition accuracy for each speech signal.

、、\声
namMtan Acanat

fh-Ln네
SpMCh apoMft 等

-5 50.8 Z2.4
0 67.6 80.3

'^鱒聽^^毆 
Leopard 5 80.9 86.7

10 92.8 93.4

____  . 15 95.9 95.9
-5 52.3 76.2

蘿 0 73.3 84.7
Uta 5 86.3 92.2

' '，、土
10 94.7 95.6
15 97.5 97.5
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Figure 5. Spectrum of signal (SNR 15 dB)： (a) Clean speech 
signal, (b) Noisy speech signal, (c) Denoised speech 
signal.

V. Con어니sion

In this paper, we propose an adaptive wavelet shrinkage 

based on Bayesian modeling for a car interior noise 

reduction. To estimate noise level, we use a node 

dependent spectral entropy. We select a candidate best 

basis and apply modified hard thresholding for denoising 

car interior noise. We can confirm that our approach is 

reasonable, efficient denoising effect is obtained and SNR 

is improved. Even though we cannot nicely recover the 

noisy signal at high SNR signal but we can keep the signal's 

important features.

VI. Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a wavelet packet method for 

removing car interior noise, whose main distribution is at 

lower frequency domain than speech* s. Even though we could 

not get satisfactory performance at high SNR speech signal, 

we can see that the low frequency components are removed 

in Fig. 5. Also there are some changes of spectral shape. 

However the recognition accuracy had no changes. That is, 

ihest changes have little effect on speech recognition accuracy.
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